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ABSTRACT 
 
 Regarding characters and heros in Leili and Majnoon’s story, there are different viewpoints. Much has been 
told about the name and affiliation of the story hero, Majnoon Bani Amer and his historical reality or lack of 
reality. Some call him Gheis and some Mahdi. But most narrators know him as Gheis and believe his real 
affiliation is Gheis ebn Molavvah ebn Mozahem ebn e Adas ebne Rabia'at ebne Ja'adeh ebne Ka'ab ebne 
Rabia'at ebne Amer ebne Sa'asae. Though legends introduce him as a real person, it seems that such a character 
didn’t exist and Majnoon Gheis Amerzadeh is in the thought of legend narrators. Mentioning these narrators and 
whatever they have narrated, Dr. Mohammad Jafar Mahjoob notes: “ Habib ibs Nasr Almohlebi has quoted 
hearing from three mediators  from Ayoob ibn Abaye narrates that he said: I asked everyone in Bani Amer tribe 
about Majnoon and didn’t finf anyone who knew him.” It’s narrated from Ibn Dab that he asked a man from 
Bani Amer: Do you know Majnoon and one of his poetry? He answered: why are you asking this? Have you 
finished with narrating the poetry of the wise to start with narrating with that of the mad? Mad people are many. 
He added:  Majnoon Bani Amer that I mean was the poet whom has killed; He answered, alas, Bani Amer’s 
heart is too hard to be broken by their love. If the great scholars of the past like Ibn Ghatibiyeh Dinvari and 
Abolfaraj Esfahani or masterlike Doctor Sajadi and doctor Hosseini share the same opinion that Gheis Aaameri 
renowned as Majnoon is an imagenary and legendary character, without any acceptable proof, Doctor Jafar 
Shaar believes that Leili and Majnoon characters are real and writes: “ researches show that Majnoon and Leili, 
despite differences that exist in their names, aren’t legendarycharacters and lived in second century Hejri in 
Najd. 
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 What seems acceptable is that these characters are legendary and have been created in the centuries after 
Islam. Jean Claude Vaudet believes: “ the story of Majnoon is a creation of third century Hejri.” He cast doubts 
not only on hero’s characters but also on Gheis’s madness. 
 Leili’s life, like that of majnoon, is surrounded in shadows of ambiguity. Those in the past believed, just 
like today’s researchesrs, that Leili was an invented character, not a real one. Dr Sajajdi writes: “ Abolfaraj 
Esfahani puts forward various narrations related to Leili and Majnoon and narrates fom Ibn Kalbi that : a young 
man from Bani Omayyeh fell in love with his cousins and since he didn’t want his love revealed, made the story 
of Majnoon.” 
 Dr. Jafar Mahjoob writes that Leili’s complete name was, as Abu-Qmru Sheibani and Abu Abideh said, 
Leili was the daughter of Mehdi Ibn Mahdi Ibn Rabieh Ibn Alhoraish Ibn Kaab Ibn Rabieh Ibn Aamer Ibn 
Sasaeh and her maid was Om-Malek, therefore, Leili and Majnoon belong to the same tribe.” 
 Those who have regarded these two failing characters to have real personality, have also set a year for their 
death. Majnoon passed away in the year 70 or 80 Hejri and Leili died in 91 in time of Haroon-al- Rashid. 
 Considering the death date to be 96 Hejri is contradictory to all those stories which believe that the death of 
these two heros, with a little difference, happened simultaneously. Anyway, there is a shadow of vagueness 
which has encircled the life story of their Leili and Majnoon. But the story of their love for one another is so 
famous that its imaginary being has been mostly ignored. Once we turn to read the story, we tend to see both as 
people who used to live on this earth sometime. In an article related to Majnoon, Islam encyclopedia express the 
love story of Majnoon toward Leili as follows: “ Gheys sees Leili in a meeting of tribal women and starts loving 
her at first sight and kills his camel to serve her as a guest. Gradually, the love between the two becomes deeper; 
however, Leili’s father doesn’t accept Gheys as his son-in-law and not long after Leili marries a man named 
Verd- Ibn Mohammad al Aghili. Gheys who gets mad due to excess of love for Leili, spends the rest of his life I 
n solitude and wanders naked on hills and plains of Najd while saying poetry about his sad love story and 
doesn’t see Leili more than once or twice till death.” If Abu Amru Sheibani regards Majnoon and Leili as young 
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children who would take the sheep to graze and first flames of love were kindled in Majnoon’s heart in those 
early days.   
 Nezami who undoubtedly got the story of Leili and Majnoon from another source, knows them to have been 
from the same tribe and to have studied at the same school and with the same teacher, their love story made 
Leili’s prejudiced father to put an end to their love by banning their visits. 
 Jaami, the well known poet, holds another viewpoint. He believes Gheys to be a handsome young poet and 
artist who equals Leili in every aspect. Gheys, who is in search for a beloved, happens to see a tribe on one of 
his tripsaround and comes to meet a group of fair ladies, he falls in love with Karimeh, a girl among the fair 
faced ladies. For a time, all drink fron the cup of love until another young man enters the group and draws the 
ladies’ attention. This bothers Gheis and causes him to leave the group. After a while, upon hearing the famous 
story of Leili’s beauty, he goes to her tribe, just at the first sight, both falls in love. 
 Such differences regarding time and space, the beginning of the story, or heros’ mental and physical 
features is the best reason for the imaginary nature of the story and it seems that any insistence on the real nature 
of hero characters is useless and futile. Love stories that are expressed with different narrations in poets’ books, 
as well as the book of poetry regarded o beat of Majnoon’s , which as been put to analysis by Doctor Jafar 
Shaar, are simple, very short, and event-less and variety-less stories. Fine subtlities of story-telling, as appears 
with more variety and detail in Persian poet’s works, are not seen in Arabic narrations of potential pieces related 
to Majnoon. While in Arabic literature, the collectors of love stories known to be related to Majnoon became the 
founders and distributors of this love-story, in Persian literature, Nezami did this by reciting Leili and 
Majnoon’s story in 588 Hejri which made the story so famous that so many Persian poets imitated it. Due to 
people’s interest, Turkish and Kurdish poets narrated this story in their languages as well. 
 Ali Asghar Hemmat, who has compared Leili and Majnoon’s story with Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, 
names more than 40 Iranian and Indian reciters. They have given us a work in Farsi based on this story. 
Contrary to the claims of those who believe the fame and popularity of Leili and Majnoon’s story followed 
Nezami’s Leili and Majnoon’s publication, it’s apparent that this story was very well-known in Iranian literature 
prior to Nezami’s publication of his version. Sixth century was the time for the greatest popularity and fame of 
Leili and Majnoon’s story. This fame and popularity was what “ Shervan Shah Ibn Akhstan Ibn Manuchehr” 
took notice of and therefore made Nezami to celebrate it in his poetry. In his book”Savaneh” , Ahmad Ghazali 
writes: it has been narrated that members of Majnoon’s tribe gathered and told Leili’s family that this young 
man is dying from Leili’s love. What happens if you let him see her beautiful features? They answered: we do 
not deprive him of it but that he cannot tolerate to see her beauty. They brought Majnoon and put him see her 
beautiful feature? They answered: we do not deprive him of it but that he cannot tolerate to see her beauty. They 
brought Majnoon and put him where he could see Leili. But when Leili’s shadowy features appeared from far, 
Majnoon lost control and as she kept approaching, he hid himself since with the beloved, not being seen is 
better. They said: “we told you he couldn’t face her.” , and he writes elsewhere; do you know, dear, what Leili’s 
face says to Majnoon’s mad love? It says: Majnoon, if I flirt, if there are one hundred thousands Majnoon’s , all 
qould fall to my feet and become mad at my flirt……. To what Majnoon has to say: relax. 
 If your flirt causes Majnoon to die, your kindness as well as your visit makes him continue to live. Though 
destruction comes from you, life also happens to be bestowed upon you. Then donot worry.” 
 In Maghamate Hamidi and in its 10th article, Ghazi Hamid-Al-Din Omar Ibn Mahmud Balkhi says: love 
deteriorates when encountering death. Due to death, Yaghoob let go of Yusef’s love. Due to this, Yusef let go of 
Zoleikha. When Majnoon got to this point, he forgot Leili’s name and when Omg fell to this hill, he didin’t 
mention Ozra’s name anymore.” 
 Though the love story of Majnoon and Leili, that is considered in Persian literature as having ended with 
their death and after so much pain, doesn’t have roots in Iranian beliefs and customs. The custom of loving and 
expressing emotion in Iran has been different in the past.” This is clearly reflected in the stories of the old days 
before Islam that we have inherited. 
 Though such stories were written after Islam, the traces of extensive love and style of courtmanship which 
are main elements of Arabic emotional poetry cannot be found in them and if there are few signs of extensive 
love and courtmanship in them, they can be attributed to the effect of Arabic literature’s emotional issues on 
Iranian poets and authors.  
 The most ancient emotional story which is attributed to Iranians’ is the love-story of Abradates and his 
beautiful wife Pantea which is written by Geznefun, ancient Greek historian, which goes back to the time of 
Kurosh, the first Hakhamaneshi King. 
 Pantea is a fair wife of Abradates. When King of Ashur sent her husband to an embassy to see Bakhtar's 
King, she is captured by Kurosh. Kurosh, During her captivity, is so kind and respectful with her.  This makes 
Pantea to send a message to her husband and ask him to make friends with Cyrus. Upon receiving his wife’s 
message, Abradates hurries to visit Cyrus and return his favor and kindness to Pantea by being modest and 
getting ally with him. 
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 After a while, Abradates accompanies Cyrus’s troops in a war against the Egyptian army. Pantea emboldens 
her husband before bidding him farewell and says: “I swear to my love to you and to your love to me that I 
prefer to bury you as a reputable soldier than to live an anonymous life with a coward man. Cyrus saved my life 
and in return I promised him your loyalty.” 
 Delighted and pleased, Abradates hopes to deserve his wife’s love and Cyrus’s friendship. They say 
farewell to each other and later in the Egyptian war Abradates is killed. Pantea finds his husband’s body and her 
heart is filled with great sorrow over his death. She reproaches herself for emboldening Abradates that at last led 
to his death. Pantea puts her husband’s best clothes on him and as an excuse for having a time alone with him, 
sends all his accompanying friends except for the maid out. She asks the maid to bury them together and later as 
a sudden she stabs herself with a dagger that she was carrying for a long time, then she rests her head on her 
husband’s chest and passes away. Cyrus builds a royal temple for them which still exists today and on the pillars 
you can see the names of the couple in Syriac. 
 The most outstanding thing in this story is Pantea’s passionate love towards her husband. According to 
Xenophon, they had a mutual love towards each other, but it was Pantea who revealed her infatuation with her 
husband and laid down her life for him who had been killed in the battle. 
 The story of white-headed Zal and Rudabeh is one of the most fascinating love stories of the Shahnameh. 
As Ferdowsi says: 
 Manucher bequeaths the provinces of Zabolestan, Kabolestan, Hend and China to Zal. After coronation, Zal 
departs for Kabolestan and hears from one of the heroes in a feast there that the king of Kobol who is a 
descendent of Zahak has a beautiful daughter. The young Zahak who is mesmerized by the description of her 
beauty, falls in love with Mehrab’s daughter. The following day after Mehrab meets Zal, he admires his 
attractiveness and boldness before his wife Sindokht and his daughter Rudabeh. Upon hearing his attractiveness, 
Rudabeh is intrigued by the stories of his amazing strength and decides to meet him. 
 Rudabeh’s maids and servants as an excuse for picking flowers go to a lake near where Zal’s troops had 
settled and with sheer brilliance try to get the love between Zal and Rudabeh to blossom. The admirers of 
Rudabeh by denying her love to Zal and through admiring her beauty before “Rydak”, one of Zal’s comrades, 
shrewdly make Zal who is already in love with Rudabeh to come to the garden and confess his love and ask 
them for a way to marry Rudabeh. Admirers arrange the meeting of these two lovers. Rudabeh gets ready to 
meet Zal in her best look possible. On a moonless and quiet night, Zal sets out to Mehrab’s Palace. Waiting on 
the roof, Rudabeh, upon seeing Zal, offers to let her hair down for Zal to climb up. But Zal used a rope to climb 
up there. Once together, they promised each other their hearts, and to love no other. 
 After their overnight meeting, there appears to be some major obstacles on the way of their love. Mehrab is 
a descendent of the serpent Zahak, and at the same time Manuchehr, the king of Iran, is a descendent of 
Fereydoun who killed Zahak. Therefore, the love story of Zal and Rudabeh infuriates Sam, but the prophecies of 
the foreteller about the birth of a hero from the marriage of Zal and Rudabeh, who will support Iranians, pacifies 
Sam. 
 Manuchehr who is furious at the love of Zal to Rudabeh, orders Sam to burn Mehrab’s palace. At the same 
time, Sindokht who is apprized of her daughter’s love, informs her husband. Mehrab who is afraid of Sam and 
Manuchehr’s hostility, sees the solution as nothing but to kill Rudabeh. But Sindokht soothes his anger and 
hatches a shrewd plan. She goes to Sam anonymously with a lot of presents and cannily dissuades him from 
burning Kabol. Sam, consequently, agrees to Zal and Rudabeh’s marriage and sends Zal with a letter to 
Manuchehr in order to obtain his consent. 
 Upon Zal’s advent, Manuchehr gathers a council of intelligentsia and after testing Zal and getting to know 
his knowledge and hearing the auspicious prophecies of the foretellers, he grants his consent; therefore, Zal and 
Rudabeh get married. 
 The type of Rudabeh’s love to Zal is not accepted by the social setting of Ferdowsi’s time. Rudabeh’s 
audacity in her relationship with Zal cannot be found in the Islamic eras except for the ancient time. Rudabeh 
who hears Zal’s description from others, falls in love with him. In fact, Rudabeh and Zal can be considered as 
the lovers that their ears fell in love before their eyes. In this tale we encounter an audacious and lover girl who 
is afraid of nothing in the way of her love. She puts herself at risk and bestows her pure love as a flower to her 
beloved. In this story, Rudabeh is the true lover and Zal must be considered as her beloved. Rudabeh’s way of 
loving is the opposite of all the women’s in the following centuries. This story is not like the love story of Leila 
and Majnoun. And the beloved is not hidden and difficult to reach and does not tend to break her lover’s heart. 
The love story of “Rustam and Tahmina” also involves this replacement of the position of the lover and the 
beloved. 
 Tahmina, the beautiful daughter of the king of Samangan, hears the news of Rostam’s glory and his heroic 
battles. Getting distraught at losing his beloved horse, Rostam tracks him as far as the city of Samangan. He 
threatens the king of Samangan to find his horse or he will kill all the city elites. Ineluctably, the king greets him 
in peace and welcomes him in his palace.  
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 Once Tahmina meets Rostam, sneaks to his room at midnight and expresses her wish of having a son with 
him. In order to prevent Rostam from misjudging her, Tahmina clearly states that she has never been with a man 
before. “I’ve heard the story of your heroic battles and your glory and I’ve been longing to catch sight of you. If 
you don’t desire me, I will never get married.” said Tahmina. Not only does Tahmina bestow all his love to the 
Sistanian hero, but she also promises him to look all over the city of Samangan to find Rakhsh if he accepts her 
offer. The fruit of this one-way and one-night stand is a son named “Sohrab” whom, at the end, gets killed by 
Rostam. 
  If we consider Tahmina’s love for Rostam a natural feeling like any feeling that any person might have 
towards the hero of his/her time, then again the way she has expressed her love is not acceptable in Ferdowsi’s 
time. The instances of such audacity and unilateral love cannot be fond except for the ancient times. Without 
degrading herself in the way of love, Tahmina challenges her beloved to a love game, in which the other player 
does not have any priority over her. In fact they enjoy the same privileges.  
 The love of other women in the Shahnameh is generally similar to the love of Rudabeh and Tahmina, to 
which we briefly referred. However, Ferdowsi does not consider the inner feelings of women as a sign of 
indecency. Except for the non-Iranian impudent wife of “King Kavous” who seduces and corrupts the wise 
“Siavash”, the other women in the Shahnameh are quite respectable and decent. There could be found no 
analogous to such women in terms of loving, not only in the other Persian works but also in the great ancient 
works of other nations. Most of the women in the Shahnameh are typical instances of perfect women who not 
only are wise, high-spirited and brave, but also possess the essence of femininity in a great deal. Women as 
Sindokht, Rudabeh, Tahmina, Ferangis, Gordafarid, Manijeh, etc. attract both love and respect. They enjoy both 
the external beauty and the internal beauty. 
 The love of women of Shahnameh that reveals Iranians' dispositions in the past, apart from Sudabeh, is a 
paragon of chastity. Their pure love and courage should not be attributed to their shamelessness, even the love 
of the most daring woman in Shahnameh, Thamineh, who had such a courage that was unique among the 
famous women, is pure without the least trace of debauchery and this has put her among the most honest, pious 
and deprived women of the world. Tahmineh has set the happiness and quest of his life in one purpose and that 
was having a son from Rostam. 
 The love story of Veis and Ramin, that is as ancient as Shahnameh stories, is another story revealing 
honesty and unity of the two lovers. Both of the two lovers fell in love at the first sight and during their long 
story of love, accompanied by too many difficulties, they didn’t exceed the boundary of natural love into inner 
attractions of love. Their love toward each other was rooted in their humanistic nature, filled with mutual need 
for each other without one being more supreme than the other. 
 Literary works among different books, such as "Ayyar Samak", "Bakhtiar nameh", "Touti nameh", some 
stories of "Arabian Nights"  that have preserved an Iranian context in its stories, narratives of " Haft Peikar" ( 
Seven Bodies), and " Khosro and Shirin" of Nezami , shows the fact that falling in love and loving a beloved in 
love stories had no place in emotional stories of ancient Iran and the supremacy of the beloved over the lover 
has entered Persian culture and literature, afterwards. Such an infatuation with a lover that leads to madness, 
death or failure has no place in customs and traditions of ancient Iran. 
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